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OBJECTIVES

• Fortify email systems against potential threats, and safeguard your business-critical information

• Understand your Exchange Hybrid scenario, if needed, and recommend next steps or improvements

• Improve secure access to email accounts, content, and communication applications

• Increase visibility into risks and alerts that matter for more efficient email administration
Business Value

- Comprehensive Evaluation
- Identify Strengths and Vulnerabilities
- Mitigate Business Email Compromise
- Password Breach Prevention
- Customized Recommendations
How It Works

1. First, we analyze your environment to understand current configurations and identify vulnerabilities

2. Then, we document and review our findings and recommendations with you

3. Finally, together we define your next steps for cloud maturity

* To get started, JourneyTEAM will need access into your Microsoft 365 environment
• **Identity Access and Management Security Assessment**
  This evaluation focuses on Azure Active Directory, your primary line of defense. This assessment analyzes Conditional Access policies, user risk, authentication methods, and enlists other security best practices to provide a plan to maximize your security toolsets in Microsoft 365 and Azure AD.

• **Bundled Assessments & M365 Tenant Health Check**
  You can combine any of the security assessments we offer to create a more comprehensive view of your security needs and technology maturity strategy. We also offer a broader Microsoft 365 Tenant Health Check for those organizations that need a comprehensive view of their Microsoft Cloud environment to best prepare for future scalability.
Visit JourneyTEAM.com/contact to get started with your Exchange Online Assessment